
01. Give yourself enough time

TEN TIPS
for a successful NSW Mining Award Entry

The best entries are rarely submitted at the last

minute. Give yourself the best chance  of

winning by preparing your submission  now. 

02. Enlist help early

Consider seeking assistance from your

communications or media team who are skilled

at advocating for your company and can help

you tell your story strongly.

03. Address the judging criteria

Download the award category criteria from our

website and plan your responses specifically to

the questions being asked and which you will be

judged on.

04. Quantify results

In other words 'show, don't tell'. Where

possible, give facts and figures to support your

claims.

05. Provide supporting evidence

You have the opportunity on the awards

platform to upload supporting documentation

to enhance your submission and provide visual

evidence to support your claims like photos,

videos or reports.

06. Aim for high quality

These nominations provide the basis for all

content including social posts, press releases

and the summary that is presented at the

awards ceremony. Spelling, punctuation and

language use are important.

07. Stick to the word limit

Our judging criteria has an assigned word

count, which forces you to be succinct and

focus on key points. You won't be able to write

long responses keep that in mind when

preparing your submission offline.

08. KISS

Keep it simple and be specific with as many

metrics, facts and figures as you can measure

up. Judges will be looking for results from the

work and they will want to know how well you

did something, as well as that you've done it at

all.

09. Ice the cake

For individual awards, don't forget to include

achievements or activity in areas like

volunteering, philanthropy, or specialised

training. For company awards, explain how you

have innovated and what sets you apart from

the rest. When all things are equal, showing you

went the extra mile gives judges the tiebreaker

they might need.

10. Review

Ensure the submission has been approved by

relevant stakeholders as well as someone who

isn't across the finer details. They'll be able to

give you honest and objective feedback as well

as ask questions if anything isn't clear.

In conclusion, make it EASY for the judges. Sell

yourself or your program and convince them

why you deserve to be the winner.


